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Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California

February 20, 1964

ABSTRACT

Differential cross sections for elastic iT=p scattering have

been measured at eight energies for positive pions and seven energies

for negative pions. Energies ranged from 310 to 650 MeV. These

measurements were made at the 3-BeV proton synchrotron at Saclay,

France. A beam of pions from an internal BeO target was directed

into a liquid hydrogen target. Fifty-one scintillation counters and a

matrix-coincidence system were used to measure simultaneously

elastic events at 21 angles and charged inelastic events at 78 iT-P

angle pairs. Events were detected by a coincidence of pulses indicat=

ing the presence of an incident pion, scattered pion, and recoil proton

and the results were stored in the memory of a pulse -height analyzer.

Various corrections were applied to the data and a least-squares fit

was made to the results at each energy. The form of the fitting func-

tion was a power series in the cosine of the center-of-mass angle of

the scattered pion. Integration under the fitted curves gave values for
- - ~ m -------- ---.

the total elastic cross section. The importance of certain angular-

momentum states, particularly the D13 state near 600 MeV, is dis=
cussed. Several possible explanations are given of the enhancement

in the Tr--p cross sections near 600 MeV.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An impo rtant, and in many ways basic, interaction for the

~--- --~-- u- -- u-

study and under standing of the force s and phenomena of the subatomic

realm is the interaction between the 'ITmeson (pion) and the nucleon.

In the S-matrix theory of strong interactions, the unitarity of the S

matrix results in a coupling among processes. This implies that in-

formation about the pion-nucleon interaction is valuable for the de-

scription of other interactions. Therefore, it is no surprise that in

the 17 year s since the discovery of the char ged pion in 1947, 1 many

experiments have been performed to study this interaction.

As information about the pion-nucleon interaction accumulated,

it was seen that the interaction is quite complex. For example, if one

looks at the total cross sections for 11"+ -p and 11"- -p as functions of

the energy of incoming pions, one's attention is immediately drawn to

a series of peaks with varying widths and heights. 2

In this experiment, differential and total elastic cros s sections

were measured for both positive and negative pions interacting with

protons. In Fig. 1 we see plots of the total cross sections for 'IT+-p

and 'IT- -p scattering as functions of the lab kinetic energy of the pion.

The vertical lines represent the energies at which the measurements

of this experiment were made. The 'IT+-p interaction was studied at

all eight energies, whereas 310 MeV was omitted for 11"- -po

A great many experiments have been performed at energies be-

low 310 MeV. 3 This low-energy region, dominated by the T = 3/2,

--- J-=---:)/2-(3;-3)-r-es6nanf-sfafe;--rsnquite well under stood. Recent extensive

measurements at 310 MeV have given a fairly

h
.

1
. . h 4

t e plon-nuc eon InteractIon at t at energy.

siderable information is also available in the
5

1600 MeV.

complete de scription of

On the other hand, con-

energy range from 550 to
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Fig. 1. Total cross sections for rr.:!:-p with lines indicating
the energies at which the measurements of this exper-
iment were made.
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The purpose of our experiment was to obtain information in

the 300- to 650-MeV region in an a.ttemptto bridge the gap in the ex-

isting data. Several experiments have been done in this region. 6

However, the statisticalaccuracy of these measurements is in general

quite poor and in several cases the gap in energy between measure-

ments is quite large.

In the study of the pion-nucleon interaction, it is of interest to

know the role of the various angular-momentum states. Such informa-

tion can be obtained from a partial-wave analysis, in which the scatter-

ing is defined by a set of phase shifts.

As the energy is increased, a partial-wave analysis becomes

more and more difficult because more and more angular-momentum

states become important. Furthermore, when inelastic processes be-

come important, the phase~shifts become complex quantities and this

results in a doubling of the number of necessary parameters. For

these reasons, a partial-wave analysis at a single energy produces

many possible solutions. By requiring that the phase shifts be con-

tinuous functions of energy, it is hoped that most solutions can be

eliminated.

In order to apply the restrictions of energy continuity, it is

necessary to have a closely spaced network of accurate data. Thus,

we realize the importance of data in the 300- to 650-MeV range in con-

necting the low-energy data with the high-energy data.

The experimental procedure and a description of the equipment

are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III one finds the way in which the
~-- ~~- ~ --~--~_.~-- --~- -~-- - - ~-- ~~-~~--~-~.~_~.~_~n ~ n_~_- - ~

data were analyzed and the way in which the corrections were applied.

The presentation of the results and their interpretation appear in Secs..

IV and V, respectively; also presented in Sec. V are the partial-wave

~---

equations and a discus sion of the importance of the various angular-

momentum state so
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT

A. Procedure

The general layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. Pos=

itive and negative pions were produced in a BeG target inside Saturne,

the Saclay proton synchrotron. By means of a magnetic optical system$

a beam of pions with the desired charge was momentum analyzed and

focused on a liquid hydrogen target. Four scintillation counters were

used to monitor the beam. Because protons in the positive-pion beam

had a longer time of flight than pions, response of the counting system

.to protons was eliminated electronically. Response to electrons and a

portion of the muons in the beam was eliminated wi th a gas Cerenkov

counter. Cases in which two beam particles were too close together in

tin'le were eliminated electronically.

Scattered pions and their associated recoil protons emerging

from the liquid hydrogen target were detected with an array of 46 scin-

tillation counters. Elastic events were detected by a coincidence of

pulses indicating the presence of the incident pion, scattered pion, and

recoil proton. Geometric restrictions requiring that the event be co-

planar or nearly coplanar and at proper pion and proton angles min~

imized the inelastic contamination. By measuring inelastic events in

the region near the elastic events, a correction was determined for the

elastic channels. Elastic events at 21 scattering angles and charged

inelastic events at 78 rr-p off-elastic angle pairs were simultaneously

--- _IJl~_asLlrec!__~_ncl~tored ~!l_!~-~-~~-~o_~y- ~~-~ -pu_~~~~~e~~~~ _~nalyzer. At
the end of each run the data in the memory were simultaneously punched

on IBM cards and typed by an electric typewriter.

The magnet currents for each beam momentum were determined

by the wire-orbit method. The precision of this method was estimated

to be about 10/0. The beam momentum was also measured by electron-

ically determining the time-ai-flight difference between pions and pro-

tons in passing between two of the monitor counters. The momentum

values from the latter method were within 0.50/0 of the values obtained
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by the wire=orbit method.

Empty-target runs were made in order to correct for the con=

tribution to the full=target runs due to interactions in the target walls.

The statistical errors on the differential cross-section data

averaged 3 to 3.5%.

B. Equipment

1. Beam Design

The internal Saturne beam of 3-BeV protons was caused to im-

pinge upon a BeO targeto The target was an 18.5-deg parallelepiped

10 cm in the direction of the internal proton beam, 1 cm in the hor-

izontal direction perpendicular to the internal beam, and 105 cm in the

vertical direction. The secondary beam consisted of pions that were

created in proton interactions in the BeO target and that emerged from

the target at an angle of 18.5 deg relative to the internal beam. As

viewed from the direction of the pion beam, the horizontal dimension

of the BeG target was 3.Z cm.

The pion beam was produced over a period of approximately ZOO

for each cycle. The accelerator was cycled at the rate of 16.7msec

times per minuteo

A symmetric optical system consisting of two triplet quadrupole

magnets (°1 andOZ) and two bending magnets (B1 and BZ) conducted

particles of the proper charge and momentum from the internal target

to a position and momentum facus at the hydrogen target. (See Figs. Z

and 3)

A lead collimator (Pb) was incorporated at the intermediate
- --_n - - - --- .

focus to define a spread of :I: 3% in the beam momentum.

The positive-pion beam also contained protons, positive muons,

and positrons and the negative-pion beam also contained negative muons

and electronso Strange particles were present in negligible quantities.

The elimination of protons is discus sed in Sec. II.B.4. Muon and elec-

tron contaminations are discussed in Sees. II. B.3 and III. B.1.
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Because of the symmetry of the beam design, the overall mag=

nification was unity. Ideally, one would expect to have a finalimage

at the hydrogen target with the same dimensions as the BeG target-

namely, 3.2 cm horizontally and 1.5 cm verticallyo However, the

actual size of the image was increased by particle scattering and by

aberration in the magnetic optical system. In order to minimize the

scattering, the beam region was evacuated wherever possible. At the

finalimage the half=maximum dimensions of the beam were 3.5 cm

horizontally and 2 cm vertically.

At the hydrogen target the maximum angle of a beam particle

relative to the central ray was 1.9 deg.

2. Liquid Hydrogen Target

The hydrogen target was a right circular cylinder with convex

rounded ends. The axis of the cylinder lay along the beam line. The

target had a length along the axis of 10.3 cm and a radius of 3.2 cm.

The radius of curvature of the rounded ends was 6.4 cm. By taking into

consideration the variation in length traversed as a function of the

position in the beam profile and the angular spread of the beam, the

effective length of hydrogen traversed by the beam was determined to

be 10.1 cm.

The target flask was made of Mylar O.1-mm thick. Thin sheets

of aluminized Mylar with a totalthickness of O.1mm were placed in the

evacuated region surrounding the target. These sheets and the vacuum

layer served as a heat shield for the target. The outer window was of

Mylar O.4=mm thick. Holes in the aluminized Mylar at each end and

---- ;-;;~-~id~-~oi-th~--ta;get-£l~-~k--~ade -ace-lir-ate -posTflonlng possible.

All supports for the target were placed above and below the tar=

get or in one quadrant of the horizontal plane. Thus, as viewed down

the beam line, the entire right side and the forward 90=deg of the left

side were free of material other than the above-mentioned Mylar. The

target flask was filled by gravity flow from the reservoir above. Emp=

tying was initiated by closing the boil-off valve, thus increasing the

pressure from the evaporating hydrogen and forcing the liquid into the

reservoir.
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The density of liquid hydrogen 7 under these conditions is

0.0708 g/ crn 3. The" empty" target actually contained hydrogen gas

of density 0.00136 g/cm3; the .presence of this hydrogen necessitated

a L 9% correction to the effective density of the full target. An addi-

tional 0.6% decrease in the effective hydrogen density carne from the

presence of gas bubbles in the boiling liquid~ The latter correction

was deduced from the rate of boiling and an estimate of the bubble

velocity.. It was as sumed that the density of bubble s was uniform

throughout the region through which the beam passed.

3. Scintillation and Cerenkov Counter s

Each scintillation counter used in this experiment consisted of

a scintillating plastic detector, a Lucite light pipe, and a magnetically

shielded photomultiplier tube with voltage divider base.. The scintil-

lation material consisted of a solid solution of terphenyl in polystyrene..

Those counters with high counting rates had high-capacitance,

low...r~sistance voltage divider bases. In the extreme cases, separate

high-voltage supplies were used on the lasttwo stages. In thisway the

drop in gain with high counting rate was kept well within tolerable

limits.

All of the scintillation counter s used photomultiplier tube s

(RCA-6810A), with the exception of the monitor counters, three ofw'hich

had Arnperex tubes (56-AVP) and the other had an RCA-7264 tube.

Four scintillation counter s and a Cerenkov counter were used to

monitor the beam (see Fig. 2).. Counters M1 and M3 were beam-defin-

ing counters, M being atthe intermediate image and M3 being 15 crn
-------------------

in front ofthehydrogen target.. The dimensionsofM1 were virtually
the same as theapertureof the lead collimator behind which it stood.

These dimensions were 6 cm horizontallyand 1..8 cm vertically. The

thickness of M1 was 0..8 cm. The M3 scintillator was a disk with
diameter 3..8 cm and thickness 0..3 em..

Counters M1A and M2 were large countersdesignedto detect

allofthebeam particles..A coincidence of signals from M1' M2' and

M3 formed the basis of the beam-monitor system.. The signal from
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MiA and a second signalfrom MZ were used in the double~pulse-
rejection system.. A discussion of the double=pulse~rejection system

is given in Sec. II.B. 4. Counter MiA was 19 cm wide, 13 cm high,

and 1 cm thick, and was placed 1..5m in front of the hydrogen target.

Situated 0.5 m in front of the target was MZ' which was 1Z cm wide,

6 cm high, and 0.8 cm thick.

In order to improve the uniformity of the signal amplitude from

counter MZ' two lightpipes and two photomultiplier ~ubes were used.

The two signalswere added passivelyto give a single,more uniform

pulse.

In order to reject electronically the electrons and a portion of

the muons, a gaseous ethylene Cerenkov counter was placed near the

intermediateimage. Ethylene was chosen because its index of refrac-

tion at pressures easily attainable is in the proper range to distinguish

betvveen muons and pions atthe energies of this experiment. At 310

MeV, an absolute pressure of 4Z..5 kg/cmZ was required.

A description of the Cerenkov counter, C, is given in ReL 8.

Its overalllengthwas 90 cm. A cylindricalmirror with axis along the

beam and a plane mirror at 45 deg to the beam served to reflectthe

light onto the face of a photomultiplier tube (56=AVP).

The signalfrom the Cerenkov counter VJas put in anticoincidence

with the M1MZM3 coincidence. Thus, if a particle were detected by the
Cerenkov counter, it was rejected. Curves were made of the fraction

of the beam accepted as a function of ethylene pressure in order to de-

~---

termine the optimum pressure for accepting pions and rejecting muons

and electrons. Such measurements were made at 3'70-,--5-ClO, and 65-0 ----

MeV. Values for the other energies were determined by interpolation

or extrapolation.

Measurements made atthe beginningofthe experimentwith a

second~ similar Cerenkov counter,placedwhere thehydrogen target

was later placed, were used to determinethenumber of muons resulting

from pion decay after the first Cerenkov counter. This correction is

discussed in Sec. III. B.1.
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The array of 46 scintillation counters used to detect scattered

particles is shown schematically in Fig. 40 Figure 5 is a photograph

showing these counters as they were situated around the hydrogen tar-

get. The 21 'ITcounter s were placed to the right of the beam at various

laboratory angles between 25 and 153 degrees. Their purpose was to

detect scattered pions.

The solid-angle region availabl~ to protons conjugate to the

pions detected by the 'ITcounters was covered by 25 overlapping counter s

labelled p counters. The p counters were combined in 21 groups,

each containing from three to seven. Such a group, called a P counter,

detected all protons conjugate to the corresponding 'ITcounter. The

p -counter signals for a given group were added electronically. The way

in which the counters were combined varied with each energy of the in-

cident~pion beam.

The 'ITcounters were 1.3 cm thick. They were designed to sub-

tend 18 deg in <\>~ the azimuthal angle about the beam direction. As the

scattering angle increased, the 'ITcounters were made wider in order to

make the solid angles and intervals approximately uniform in the center-

of-mass system" Table I gives the laboratory central angle and solid

angle along with the width of each 'ITcounter. The solid angles, and the

cosines of the scattering angles, both in the center=of=mass system, are

given for each energy in Table II.

The p counters were 1 cm thick and 10.5 cm wide. They were

rectangular in shape except near the beam where they were trapezoidal.

Their lengths were such as to subtend approximately 22 deg in <\> .
An additio~a}H_sc~~_ti~l~!J._o~ _<:c)1.l~!~:r, $OL-~-§.§-- 2J.9-_ced Il~_~x_J:b.e_hy= ------

drogen target, as shown in Fig. 4. Its purpose is discussed in Sec.

II. B..4. This counter, which was 1 cm thick, was designed so that a

straight line from. any point in the target to any point on any 'ITcounter

would pas s through Soo

4. Electronic s

Block diagrams of the monitor-system electronics and the coin-

cidence-matrix electronics are given in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The

symbols used in these two figures are defined in Table Ill. The photo=

graph in Fig. 8 shows a portion of the electronic equipment.
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the hydrogen target.
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Table 1. Pion-counter data, laboratory system"
_h-

Counter Counte r Central Solid
Number width angle angle

(cm) (de g) (msr)
1 10.8 25.0 6.251

2 13.2 28.2 8..023

3 12.2 31.4 7.701

4 20.7 35.1 13.232

5 13.5 38.8 80587

6 12.7 4-2.7 110 377

7 17.8 47.1 18.348

8 12.7 52.0 15.306

9 12.7 57.0 17.654

10 12.7 62.0 19.468

11 12.7 68.0 21.369

12 12.7 74.0 220499

13 12.7 80.0 24.044

14 25.4 88.0 49.059

15 25.4 99.0 48.605

16 25.4 110.0 430983

17 25.4 120.0 36.847

18 25.4 12900 30.427

19 25.4 137.0 23.013

20 30.2 14400 19.315

21 4107 153.0 24.836
- - --- -----------------.. ------------------ -------- --------------.------------
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Table II(a). Cosinesof pion scatteringangles (8""),c. m. system.

Counte r Incident-pion laboratory kinetic energy (MeV)

number 310 370 410 450 490 550 600 650-
1 0.823 0.812 0.805 O.798 O.792 O.782 0.773 0.765

2 0.778 0.765 0.757 0.748 0.740 O.728 0.718 0.708

3 0.729 O.714 0.705 0.695 0..685 0.671 0.659 0.648

4 0.669 0.651 0.639 0.628 0.617 0.600 0.586 0.573

5 0.604 0.584 0.571 0.558 0.545 0.526 0.511 0.496

6 0.533 0.510 0.495 0.480 0.466 0.445 0.428 0.412

7 0.450 0.425 0.408 0.392 0.376 0.354 0.335 0.317

8 0.355 0.328 0.310 0.292 0.276 0.251 0.231 0.212

9 0.258 0.228 0.209 0.191 0.173 0.148 0.127 0.107

10 0.160 0.130 0.110 0.091 0.073 0.047 0.026 0.006

11 0.045 0.014 =0.006 =0.025 -0.043 - O.070 =0.090 =0.110

12 -0.067 =0.098 0.118 -0.136 =O.154 =0.180 =0.200 0.219

13 -0.174 0.204 -0.223 -0.241 - 0.258 -0.283 =0.302 =0.320

14 -0.308 -0.336 -0.353 -0.370 -0.386 -0.408 -0.425 =O.441

15 =0.472 -0.496 =0.511 -00525 =0,538 -0.556 -0.570 =O. 584

16 =0.613 =0,,632 =0.644 =0.655 -0.665 -0.679 =0.691 O.701

17 =0. 720 O.735 - O.744 - O.752 -0.760 =0.771 - O.779 =0.787

18 -00800 =0.811 -0.818 =0.824 -0.830 =0.838 - 00844 =0.850

19 -0.860 -0.868 -0.873 =0.877 =0.881 -0.887 =0.891 -0.895

20 -0.903 -0.908 =0.912 =0.915 0.918 -0.922 =0.925 =0,,928

21 =0.946 =0.949 -0.951 -0.953 -0.954 -0.957 -0.958 -o.960
-- - ------"--" ----- -- -- --"------- _U- ----------- -- -------
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Table II (b). Pion solid angle s (rns r), c. m. system.

Counter Incident-pion laboratory kinetic energy (MeV)

number 310 370 410 450 490 550 600 650

1 11.361 11.957 12.347 12.730 13.107 13.662 14.114 14.557

2 14.258 14.964 15.422 15.871 16.311 16.954 17447b 17.984

3 13.355 13.972 14.317 14.759 15.138 15.689 16.132 16.562

4 22.237 23.175 23.775 24.356 24.920 25.731 26.379 27.00i

5 13.951 14.480 14.815 15.137 15.447 15.889 160238 16.570

6 17.787 18.377 18.746 19.098 19.433 19.905 200273 20.618

7 27.410 28.170 28.639 29.080 29.493 30.066 30.503 30.905

8 21.672 22.140 22.422 22.6802:2.918 23.238 230474 23.684

9 23.608 23.969 24.178 240363 24.527 240735 24.878 240995

10 24.540 24.763 24.881 24.977 25.052 25.131 25.169 25.185

11 25.047 25.093 25.097 25.082 25.050 24.976 24.892 24. 79 2

12 24.490 24.364 24.260 24.143 24.014 23.804 23.615 230417

13 24.300 24.014 23.811 23.601 23.386 23.055 22.774 220491

14 44.964 44.068 43.470 42.87442..284 41.409 40.693 39.990

15 39.159 37.991 37.241 36.513 35.808 34.791 33.980 33.200

16 31.425 30.224 29.470 28.749 28.061 27.085 26.319 250593

17 23.854 22.793 22.134 21.512 20.923 20.095 19.454 18.851

18 18.215 17.319 16.768 160251 15.765 15.087 14.565 14.077

19 12.965 12.283 11.867 11.477 11.113 10.607 100219 9.859

20 10.397 9.824 9.476 9.152 8.849 8.430 8.110 7.814

21 12.753 120019 11.575 11.162 1 0.. 778 10.249 9.846 9.473
------------------------- -- ------- u _m______----------------- -- m -- -------------- -- -------------------- -,------
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the monitor electronics system.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the coincidence -matrix elec-
tronics system.
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Table III. Key to symbols used in Figs. 6 and 7.

Symbol

AS

BG

C

D

De sc ription

Active splitter

Beam- gate gener ator

Coincidence circuit

DP

G

MS

OP

PS

S

TD

10-Mc discriminator

Double -pulse - rej ection system

Gate circuit

Passive mixer = splitter

20-Mc octal pres caler

Passive splitter

5=Mc scaler

20-Mc tunnel-diode discriminator

Detailed descriptions of many of the circuits used in this exper-

iment are given in the LRL Counting Handbook. 9 Other circuits are

described in Refs. 10, 11, and 12.

The three main purposes of the monitor system were: (a) to

determine which beam particle s were acceptable, (b) to count the ac =

cepted particles, and (c) to trigger the coincidence matrix whenever

there was a possibility of an acceptable scattering event accompanying

an accepted beam particle.

The basic sequence of the monitor logic can be followed by look-

ing at the elements in the vertical line below M3 in Fig. 6. A coincidence

- -- ~1~2~3~ _~as -~~-~~~-~._u__(T~~_~ar__~~_r_!~e__~__i~d~,:_~t_~~anti_~_~~1!cidenc e. )

The resultant signal was either passed or blocked by a special;gate

circuit, triggered by the double=pulse-rejection system. Those signals

passed by the gate were then scaled. The same signal that was scaled

was also put into a coincidence with So and the resultant coincidence

M1 M2M3 CSO was used as the trigger for the matrix system. By re-

quiring a coincidence with SO' the repetition rate of the trigger was greatly

reduced without loss of acceptable scattering events, since any particle

from the target passing through one of the 'ITcounters must also pass

through the So counter.
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Z N-4082

~~--~~~--~~~-~-~---~- Fig.--8 The-~po-rtion---of-the e Ie ctronic s in the counting
ar ea.
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The remaining elements of Fig.. 6 served to check the per-

formance and reliability of the basic sequence as well as to provide

additional interesting but nonessential information, such as the frac-

tion of the beam rejectedby the double-pulse-rejection system.

As mentioned previously, protons were present in the positive-

pion beam. However, in passing from counter Mi to counter M3' a

proton took 24 nsec longer than did a pion at 650 MeV. This time dif-

ference was even greater at lower energies. The resolving time of

the monitor coincidence circuit was 10 nsec so that protons were re-

jected very effectively.

The double-pulse-rejection system was designed to reject those

beam particles accompanied within about 60 nsec by a second particle.

In this way three types ofundesirable events were eliminated.

The first type is one in which two pions were so close together

in time that they could not be resolved by the monitor electronics. The

monitor system was limited to a lO-Mc repetition rate, which meant

that two particles less than 50 nsec apart appeared as one. Therefore,

although two particles entered the target with a probability of scattering,

only one was counted by the monitor" Such occurrenceswould lead to .
an error in the normalization of the differential cross section.

The second type is similar to the first However, in this type,

of the two particles that arrived at the target close together in time,

only one was a pion that passed through Mi' M2' and M38 The other

could have been a pion that mis sed Mi or M3' or possibly both, or it
I ~~ ~~ could havebeen a proton. Although such particles would_n()~_E<?:r~~!~Y_-~-

be accepted, they could cause erroneous results when accompanied by

a desirable beam particle. As in the first case there is double prob-

ability of scatter but only one monitor count.

The third type is one in which an accidental monitor coincidence

was generated.. Consider a pion that passed through Mi' MiA' and Ml

but not M3' and was closely as sociated with another particle (not nec-

essarily a pion), which passed through M3' Since MiA and Ml were

large counter s, es sentially all particle s that pas sed through M3 also

---
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passed through MiA and M2. Thus, although neither particle was an

acceptable particle, together they generated a monitor coincidence.

However, since they both passed through M1A and MZ' the counters

that triggered the double -pulse -:rejc-crion systcrn, this type of event was

eliminated.

The circuits ofthe double-pulse~rejection system are described

fully in Ref. 11. The photomultiplier signal was split, the resulting

signals delayed, and ~hen these signals recombined to give one wide

pulse. For two input pulses close together in time, the resultant over-

lapping wide pulses formed a double-amplitude pulse easily distinguished

by a discriminator. When suchan event occurred for both MiA and M2'

the wide gating signal generated closed the gate in the monitor logic

sequence.

The heart of the experimental apparatus lay in the coincidence-

matrix system depicted in Figo 7. It was there that the scattering events

were detected and recorded.

Signals from the 11"and p counters were fed into tunnel-diode

pulse shapers. The shaped pulses were then passed to the short-memory

units where a coincidence was formed with the trigger from the monitor

system. The re solving time of this coincidencewas of the order of40

nsec. However, the output signal, several IJ.seclong, - from the short-

memory units permitted use of slow-pulse techniques inthe succeeding

circuitry. In this way the reliability of the system was considerably im-

proved. Obviously, such slow~pulse techniques imposed a dead time on

the system. For this- reas()ti~- -a gating -s-ignal w-as--g-e-neratecfto--gate-oIr--~~--

the scalers in the monitor system until the matrix system was ready for

a new event.

The p signals from the short-memory units were added in the ad-

der matrix to form the P signals corresponding to the P counters mezr.

tioned in Sec. II. B.3. In this part of the system the p signals were also

routed to the various inelastic channels. Plug-in circuit boards were

used in the adder matrix in order to permit changing the array for each

beam energy.
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Sigl1als from the adder matrix as well as the 1T.signals from

the short-memory units were pas sed to the coincidence .-matrix. There

the99 possible coincidencecombinations corresponding to the 21 elas-

tic and 78 inelastic channels were detected. Outputs from the coinci-

dence...matrix passed to the coder, which determined the memory ad=

dress in which the event was to be stored.

In the control unita check was made of the number of coinci-

dence s occurring in the matrix. If for a given trigger, no coincidence

resulted, a signal was senttotheZero-Invalid (0 Inv) scaler. Events
I

involving two or more coincidences ~ere recorded in the Greater than

One -Invalid (> 1. Inv) scaler and were not stored. This occurred very

seldom, and it was estimated that the number of desirable events lost

in this manner was negligible. When one and onlyone coincidenceoc=

curred, a signal frorn the control unit allowed the memory to store the

event.

At the end of each run, the data in the memory were recorded

by an electric typewriter and also punched on IBM cards.

Two test systems were used in setting up and periodically check-

ing the entire electronics complex. Both systems simulated1T-p coin-

cidence s in a cyclical, systematic manner.

In the light-pulse system, pulsed argon lamps were used on each
13

of the 1'1'and p counters as well as on MZ' M3' and SO'

With the electrical=pulse system, the counters were bypas sed and

electrical pulses were fed directly to the tunnel-dipde shapers and the

control unit.

- -. ~ ~ --~- - _uu- - - --- .------.
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TIl. DATA .ANALYSIS

A. Gener alAnalysis

The definition of the differential cross section du( e~~)/ <K2 ~:~

yields the following expression for the number of particles scattered
~ ~

at the c. m. scattering angle, e'r, into the c. m. solid angle, dr2"~:

dN(e*)
~:<

dO

I ( ~~

~~

= N o i 1 - exp '\-nx du( 8 )I \
,'~ .

L cKt
( t )

:Here, NO is the number of particle s incident on the target, n is the
number of protons per unit volume of the target, and x is the target

length.

Since the exponential argument is small compared to one, the

exponential term can be replaced by one minus the argument. This

leaves

dN( e ~:~) - N du( e~:~)
,r~ - onx ,'~.dr2"I' df2 "

(2 )

VVe now assume that

,r~ ,r~

dN(e"l) - ~N(e"l')
,f~ - ,,~

dr2 '.~ ~n 'r
(3)

For the ith channel we define

m__~ ~-~--~ ~---------_._-------

,,~

&-J( ei "I~)

Ri = NO
(4)

,r., ,f~

and replace ~n. '1' by O. "'.1. 1. With these changes, Eq. (2) becomes

,r~

da( e. "~)
1. -
,I, -

dr2. ','
1.

R.
1.

(5)
nxn. ~:~ .

1.

The quantity R. is the ratio of the coincidence counts in the ith1. -
channel to the number of monitor counts. In terms of coincidences we

can write
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R. = M1M2M3CSO'ITiPi

1 M1M2M3C
(6)

For convenience, we write Eq.(6) in a shorter £orm~

'IT-
i

R, = M .1
(7)

The statistical error can be written as

~R. = (1Ti + 1) 1/2
1 (8)

An additional term in Eq. (8), involving the statistical error

.6.M in the number of monitor counts M, is much smaller than the term

shown and has been neglected.

Ideally, the R. and .6.R. of Eqs. (7} and (8) could be put into1 1

Eq. (5) to give the differential cross section and its error. However,

four modifications must be made on the ideal relationship,

The first modification stems from the fact that the experiment

---~---~ ~- - and

was not run continuously, but was divided into many separate runs.

Thus, we must sum over the various runs to obtain average rates.
n

L 'ITij
- j:;;1R, =-

1 n

.LM.. 1-- J
J =

(
n

)
1/2

1 + ~1Tij
.6.R. = J=1

1

(9)

- ---------

n

LMj
J=1

( 10)

in which j is the run number and n: i:.s.the:"Juimberc.' o£qr.uns.

The circumstance that scattering occurs in material around the

hydrogen target suggests a second change in the analysis. In addition

to the full target runs, empty t?rget runs were made and the subtracted
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rates give the true rate from hydrogen alone.

R.
1 = Ri(full) - :Ri(empty)

[
- 2,. - 2

]

1/2

= (~~(full)) + (~Ri(empty))

(11 )

~.
1

( 12)

A third modification comes from an infrequent,but neverthe-

less sometimes present, inconsistencyof the data. We firstconsider

the kth run alone:

Rik =

iTik

--rvr- ;
k

(iTik + 1) 1/2

Mk

(13)

~R =
lk

( 14)

Next, an average is made over allthe runs except the kth run:

~iTij
'~k- J1"'

R'k= ~1 M.
J

j=fk
-

)
2

r.
L Mj (Rij

.

,

.

- I\
.

'~ .'- j=rfk . ". ,

~ik =
l (n-2) I. MJ

j:fi<

(15 )

f/2.
(16)

The error ~R' l' is not a statisticalerror, but a measure of the re-
I$:

producibility of all the runs except the ~th run.

The da.ta.--rOr'then--it1i--chaniieT--cn-eh:e --!tli---rurcw-er-e-rej ecte-d -i f--------------------

I Rik - R ik I > 3(~Rik + ~Rik). (17)

Less than 0.2% of the data was rejectedon thisbasis.

The fourth modification to the ideal relationship is the applica-

tion of corrections to the data. These corrections and their associ-

ated errors are discussed in Sec. III. B.
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B.. Corrections to Data

f. Beam Contamination

The presence of particles other than pions in the beam was dis ~

cussed in Sec.. II.B.f. Protons were eliminated by time of flight..

Electrons and some muons were eliminated by the Cerenkov counter, C.

Calculation indicated that the number of K mesons was negligible.

The remaining contamination consisted of muons arising from the decay

of pions after the Cerenkov counter.

Since muons have a very small cross section for nuclear scat-

tering, one can correct for their presence in the beam simply by sub-

tracting the number of them from the monitor.

Both measurement and calculation were used in determining the

correction.. An ethylene Cerenkov counter C2' similar to the Cerenkov

counter C, was placed at the hydrogen-target position.. A fO-cm diam-

eter scintillationcounter M4 was placed behind C2. -Coincidences

MfM2M3CC2M4 and M1M2M3CM4 were measured for a range of eth-..

ylene pressures.. The ratio of these two quantities indicated the frac-

tion of the beam particles with velocities above the threshold of the

Cerenkov counter for the pressure under consideration.. A typical curve

of this ratio as a function of pres sure is shown in Fig.. 9..

Muons resulting from pion decay after the last bending magnet

B2 had a spectrum of momenta. They were detected gradually as the

pressure was increased and thus produced a sloping contribution to the

pressure curve. The magnitude of this spectral contribution was cal-

culated for each pressure from the pion lifetime, kinematics of pion

de~ay,-a-nd-be-am-ge-emet-r-y -----

A second sloping contribution to the pressure curve came from

delta rays. As- the beam particles passed through the Cerenkov counter,

delta rays were formed.. Occasionally one of these delta rays had suffi-

cient energy to be detected by the Cerenkov counter.. The number of

delta rays was directly proportional to the density of the ethylene.. Since

the pressure and density were linearly related, the delta rays gave a

linear contribution to the pressure curve.. The magnitude of this contri~

bution for all pressures was determined by observing the slope of the
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pressurecurve atpressuresbelow the muon threshold.

Muons resulting from pion decay before B2 were momentum

analyzed by B2t Therefore, muons in this category that also passed

through M3 had the same momentum as the pions. All such particles
were detected at and above a certain threshold pressure in the Cerenkov

counter and thus gave rise to a flat plateau in the pressure curve.

By subtracting the spectral muon contribution and the delta-ray

contribution from the measured values ofthepressure curve, it was

possible to determine the magnitude of the monoenergetic contribution.

The sum of the monoenergetic contribution and the total spectral con-

tribution constituted the correction applied to the monitor. A plot of

the muon contamination as a function of pion- beam ener gy is shown in

Fig. 10. The total correction ranged from 2.250/0 at 650 MeV to 4.10/0

at 310 MeV and was the same for positive- and negative-pion beams.

2. Inelastic Scattering

Although the geometric restrictions of the elastic channels eli-

minated much of the inelastic contamination, a small portion of inelas-

tic scattering was detected. In orde r to correct for the presence of

such undesirable eventsp coincidences were lTIeasured between the iT

----------._----

counter of a given channel and various p counters on either side of the

corresponding P counter. In this way, at each ener gy the inelastic

background at 78 iT-P angle pairs was measured. These 78 combinations

for the 370-MeV case are identified with the letter I in Table IV.

The inelastic rates were put on a comparable basis by dividing

each by its respective solid-angle factor. The normalized inelastic rates

can be thought of as points on a surface - ~-------------

z = f (x, y), ( 18)

where x and yare the iT and p angles. By means of the method of

least-squares, a surface was fitted to the 78 data points. Interpolation

to the angles of the elastic channels was then done by reading the values

from the fitted surface. Each of the se values was then multiplied by the

respective solid-angle factor to give the inelastic correction for each

elastic channel. An error on the correction was determined from the

errormatrix of the least-squares fit. This error was combined with the

statistical error in the usual right-triangle manner for uncorrelated errors.
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Table IV. Scattering possibilities for each 'II'-P combination at 370 MeV.

'II' i 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 iO H i2 i3 i4 is i6 i7 is i9 20 2.i

L
i I I R R R R

2 F F I R R R

3 F F F X R R R I

4 F F F F X R R I

5 I F F F F X X R I I

6 I I F F F X X X I I

7 I I I F F X X I I I

8 I I I F X X F F I I-
9 I I I F X X F F I I

iO I I I R X F F F I

H I I I X F F F F I

i2 I I R X F F F I I

13 R R F F F F I I

i4 R R I F F F I I-
is R R R I F F F I

i6 R R I F F F F I

i7 R R I I F F F I

ia R R I F F F F I

i9 R R I I F F F I I I

20 R R I F F F F I I
-

2i R R I I F F F F I

22 R R R I I F F F F

23 R R I I F F F

24 R R I I F F

2-5 R I I I F

F - Forward elastic
R - Reverse elastic

--------------- ------X-.;;--Forward-and-yevers e-ela;stic----_u_- --- -----------------------

I -Inelastic
Blank -Inelastic (not used)
Boxes represent elastic channels.
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The magnitude of the average inelastic background for 600-MeV

'ITis indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 11. The data points in Fig. 11

have been corrected for the inelastic background.

3. Rever se Elastic Scattering

For the elastic channels in which both the 'ITcounter and the P

counter were near 45 deg in the lab, elastic events were detected in

which the pion passed through the P counter and the proton through

the 'ITcounter. Such events are called reverse elastic events. They

were present in addition to the normal forward elastic events. The

resolution time of the short-memory coincidences was of the order

of 40 nsec, whereas the separation between forward elastic pions and

reverse elastic protons or between forward elastic protons and re =

verse elastic pions was 10 nsec or less. Thus, we see that the elec-

tronics accepted both the forward and the reverse elastic events. In

order to reduce the data to that from forward scattering alone, a re~

verse elastic correction was calculated.

In Table IV, the }f-P combinations at 370 MeV with forward

scattering only are labelled F, and the combinations with reverse only

are labelled R. Those combinations for which the two regions over-

lap are labelled X. The elastic channels are indicated in Table IV by

boxe s. Those boxes in which there is at least one X represent elastic

channels for which a reverse elastic correction was needed.
w

The reverse c.m. solid angle QR''''was calculated for each

channel by means of an IBM computer. The calculation consisted of

a weighted average taking into consideration

a the~beam -moment1.lm pr ofile

b. the horizontal beam-intensity profile

c. the angular convergence of the beam

d. the position of the scatter in the target.

The same computer program also calculated the average c.m. angle

eR* for reverse scattering. ~,~

The experimental rate R at a c.m. angle eF"~can be expressed
exp

in a manner analogous to Eq. (5) of Sec. III.A.

-- - -------

Rexp=a;nx

*
da(e) *

! +OR'."cID

,to
du(8R"")

dn~C
(19)
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-,(

Here, n; is the c. m. solid angle for forward scattering.
solve for the desired cross section.

We now

( 20)

The cross section at the reverse angle was obtained from the

measurements in the other channels. However, several of the other

channels also required a reverse elastic correction. The problem

was solved by an iterative procedure in which a least-squares fit was

made to the data. This fit was used to calculate reverse corrections~

and these corrections were applied to the data. A new fit was then

made and the process was continued until it converged, 1. e., until an

additional cycle had a negligible effect on the data.

From Eq. (20) we can see that the error in the corrected cross

section has contributions from the errors in the reverse solid angle

and reverse cross section in addition to the statistical error ~R
exp

The error in the reverse cross section was determined from the error

matrix of the least=squares fit. The error in the reverse solid angle

was estimated by considering the effect of a 1% change in beam mo-

mentum and a 2-mm displacement of the hydrogen target.

In Fig. 11, the data for bOO-MeV 71"- are plotted both with and

without thereverse elastic correction.

4. Secondary Scattering

There was a finite probability that a scattered particle would

-re s c atter-i-n--the-hydro-g en,-the--ta-r g-et--wa-ll &,--o-l"-the --Sn--Go-unte-~r-.As--a-
result, some valid elastic events were lost.

By means of a computer program, and with the aid of information

from other experiments on 71"-N and N -N scattering, a correction for

the secondary scattering loss was calculated. This correction was cal-

culated for both the forward and the reverse elastic events.

The magnitude of the correction was a few percent except when

the pion energy was in the neighborhood of the energy of the (3,3) re-

sonance, 1. e., near 200 MeV.

as 80/0.

In this case, the correction rose as high

-' ( >:(

da( 8;') R da(8R )aR= exp-r ,,( ,.( ,

da nill;: dn" aF
'1'
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5. Low-Energy Protons

As the pion angle was decreased and the corresponding proton

angle increased~ a point was reached where the protons did not have

sufficientenergy to escape from the target. F014 each beam energy it

was necessary to determine which channels were unreliable due to stop-

ping protons. The data from such channels were not used. At 310 MeV,

the lowest beam energy, itwas necessary to eliminate the first five

channels. As the beam energy was increased, more channels became

reliable.

In addition to the problem of stopping protons in the for'iiVard

elastic case, there were two channels at 310 MeV and one at 370 MeV

for which a portion of the reverse protons could not escape from the

tar get.

In order to determine the fraction of reverse protons that stopped

befo14e reaching the 1T counter, a computer program was used to make

range calculations for a network of angles and target points. A weighted

average was made, taking into consideration:

a. the beam-momentulTI profile

b. the horizontal and vertical beam-intensity p140files

c. the angular convergence of the beam

d. the shape of the hydrogen target.

The correction due to stopping reverse protons and the error

as sociated with this correction were applied to the calculated rever se

solid angle before the reverse elastics correction was appliedo

6. Miscellaneous Corrections

H ~ A-n-additiuna:-l--corre-ctiun-tu-the-data aro-s e -from the fihitewidth

of the counters. If the differential cross section had a nonzero second

derivative, the average cross section across the angular width of the

counter was not the same as the value of the cross section at the cen-

tral angle. By integrating the fitted curve across the counter, the av-

erage cros s section was calculated and compared with the measured

value to give the correction. Since the correction to the data was taken

from the data points themselves, an iteration procedure was followed.
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The magnitude of the change in the data points from this cor rection

was always very small.

In order to keep the proper normalization, it was necessary to

correct the beam-monitor counting rate for those particles scattered

before the center of the hydrogen. This gave the intensity of incident

pions at the scattering center. This correction depended slightly on

the charge and energy of the beam, but was of the order of 1%.

Several runs were made with the signals of some of the Tr or p

counters delayed inorder to measure the number of ~ccidental coinci-

dences. Such events were found to be present in negligible quantities.

The presence" of accidentals in the beam-monitor system was

discussed in Sec. II. B.4. The double-pulse-rejection system elim-

inated all but a negligible number of such events .
The final corrected data with the total errors are presented in

Sec. IV Q
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IV. RESULTS

A. Differential Cross Sections

The results of the differential-cross-section measurements

and the associated errors in standard deviations are shown in Tables

V through XII. As mentioned in Sec. III.B.5, some of the small-angle

data have been omitted because of the low energy of the recoil proton.
*

The values given for cose = 1.0 are theoretical values obtained

from the optical theorem and dispersion relations. The dispersion-

relations calculation, is that of Cence, Cheng, and Chill. 14

B. Least=Squares Fitted Curves

By the method of least-squares, a curve of the form
N
\ n ,I"

= L an cos 8""

n=O

"e

da( e 'I)
,r,

d {2 'I'

(21)

was fittedto the data. 15 The coefficients a were determined by then

least-squares calculation. The error matrix of the least-squares fit

was used to determine the errors in the coefficients.

The differential-cross -section data and fitted curves are plotted

in Figs. 12 through 26. The dispersion-relations points were used in

making the fits.. For iT+-p, a fourth-orderfit-i. e.., N = 4-was used

at all energies. In the case of 'IT- -p, a fourth-order fitwas used at

370 and 410 MeV, and a fifth-order fit at energies 450 MeV and above..

The coefficients and their errors are listed for each energy and

charge in Tables XIII and XIV. They are also plotted as a function of

energy in Figs. 27 and 28..

Several criteria were considered in choosing the order of fit.

One criterion was that if a given order were required at a certain

energy, a lower order was never chosen at a higher energy. This cor-

responds to the fact that as the energy inc/reases, the number of partial

waves taking part, in the scattering should not decrease.

An interesting test was made by comparing the fits made with

and without the dispersion-relations point. In almost every -case, the

two fits for the chosen order 'were nearly identical.
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Table V. Differential cross-section data for T = 310 1:vleV
11"

*cose da(e*)j dn* (rob/ sr)
+

'IT -p

- u -- --- -------

~,,-,--~-_."-'--"-"-'--,~ ..."...-.-.

1. 000 14.090:J: 1.410

0.533 7.102:J: 0.330

0.450 6.391 :J: 0.408

0.355 4.775:J: 0.523

0.258 2.722:J: 0.925

0.160 2.910:J: 0.621

0.045 2.071:J: 0.119

-0.067 1.646:J: 0.103

-0.174 .- 1.447 :J: 0.104

-0.308 1.402:J: 0.077

-0.472 1. 699:J: Q.0,8'5
, ;

-0.613 2.163 :1:" p.104
-O. 720 2.818:J: 0.134

...O. 800 3.. 549 :J: 0.166

-0.860 3.962 :J: O205

...0.903 4.214:J: 0.240

-0.946 4.786:J: 0.218
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Table VI. Differential--cross-section data for T ::: 370 MeV.
1T

- ~ ~~ - -- - - -- ~~ ~

.... * ....
Cos (),... du( () )/ d Q"" (m hi s r )

+ -
.1T -p 1T -p

1. 000 10.040 :f: 1.000 1. 240 :f: 0.120

0.584 5.524 :f: 0..160 1. 305 :f: 0.044

0.510 4.845 :f:0.157 1.182 :f:0.052

0.425 4.045 :f:0.212 1.117 :1::0.075

0.328 2.933 :1::0.291 0.899 :f:O.093

0.228 1.918 :f:0.404 0.563 :f:0.114

0.130 1.744 :f:0.585 0.582 :i:0.142

0.014 1.349 :i:0.070 O. 581 :i: O. 0 26

-0.098 0.869 :i: 0.056 0.447 :i:0.024

-0,Z04 0.653 :f:0.050 0.448 :i:0..024

=0.336 0.596 :f:0.036 0.389 :i:0.016

-0.496 0.629 :f:0.038 0.429 :i:0..018

-0..632 0,.910 :f:0.050 0.506 :i:0.022

-0. 735 1. 219 :f:00 06 5 0.650 :i:0.027

-0.811 1.448 :i:0.081 0.740 :i: 0.034

-0.868 1.848 :i: 0.098 0.823 :i:0.041

-O. 908 1.995 :f:Ojl113 0.933 :i:0..050

-O. 949 2.199 :f: 0.108 1..000 :i: 0.043
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Table VII. Differential cross -section data for T = 410 MeV.1T

"J

Case"" dO-jdr2* (rnb/sr)
-I-

1T -p

1.000

0.639

0.571

OQ495

0.408

OQ310

0.209

0.110

-0~006

-0.118

-0.223

-0.353

-0.511

- o. 644

- O.744

-0.818

-0.873

-0.912

- o. 951

8.150 :1:0.810

5.423 :1:0.116

4.375 :1:0.119

3.841 :I:0.142

3.199 :1:0.218

2.065 :1:0.254

1.342 :I:0.370

1. 361 :I:o. 363

0.923 :1:0.052

O.55i :1:0.038

0.364 :I:0.036

0.279 :I:0.025

0.284 :I:0.029

0.507 :1:0.036

0.773 :I:0.044

OQ912 :I: 0.055

1.034 :I:0.066

1.156 :I:0.077

1.137 :1:0.070

1. 710

1.542

1. 383

1.264

1.192

0.928

0.651

0.661

0.531

0.406

0.372

0.358

0.389

0.528

0.680

0.765

0.856

1. 0 50

1.149

-
1T -p

:1:0.170

:1:0.039

:1:0.044

:I:0.065

:1:0.089

:1:0.094

:I:0.125

:1:0.117

:1:0.026

:1:0.023

:1:0.021

:1:0.015

:1:0.017

:f:0.022

:I:0.028

:I: 0.034

:1:0.044

:1:0.051

:I: 0.047

m - -- -
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Table VIII. Differential cross-section data for T .= 450 MeV.
11'

.u
Ebs e"'r

1.000

0.628

0.558

0.480

0.392

0.292

00 191

0.091.

-0.025

-00136

-0.241

- 00370

-0.525

-0.655

-0.752

-00824

-00877

-o.915
-00953

~ .---.

.J..

dO/ dQ"'r (mbj sr)
+ -

11' -p 11' -p

6.520 :f:0.650 2.540 :f:0.250

4.386 :f:00092 1.594 :t: 0.041

3.552 :f:0.094 1.494 :f:0.046

3.090 :f:0.126 1.412 :f:00078

2.483 :f:0.150 1.190 :t:0.088 .

1.844 :f:0.201 0.980 :f:0.107

1.070 :f:0.306 0.566 :f:0.139

1.116 :f:0.243 0.670 :t: O. 1.02

0.634 :t:0.040 0.426 :t:0.026

O. 351 :f:0.,032 0.380 :f:00022

00201 :f:0.027 0.276 :f:0.021

0.104 :f:0.01.9 0.255 :f:0.015

0.186 :f:0.01.9 0.355 :f:0.018

0.268 :f:0.025 0.496 :f:0.023

O. 3 57 :f:O. 0 3 2 0.717 :t:0.030

0.. 534 :f:0.040 0.917 :f:0.039

0.602 :f:0.046 1.077 :t:0.047

0.599 :f:0.059 10197 :f:0.059

0.689 :f:00051 1.161 :f:0.053
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Table IX. Differential cross-section data for T = 490 MeV.IT

,,~

Cas e '.' dol dQ* (rnbj sr)

+
IT -p

10000

0.685

00617

0.545

00466

0.376

0.276

0.173

0.073

-0.043

-0.154

-0.258

-0.386

-00538

-0.665

-0.760

-0.830

-0.881

-0.918

-00954

5.170:f:0.520

3. 701:f: 0.091

3. 751:f: 0.079

2. 960:f: 0.080

2.471:f: 0.112

2. 140:f: 0.131

i. 279:f: 00 179

0.819:f:0.220

0.645:f: 0.310

0.419:f: 0.042

O. 243:f: 0.028

0.093:f: 0,,024

0.061:f: 00016

O. 100:f: 0.019

00 169:f: 00021

0,,241:f: 0..028

0.342:f: 0.031

0.402:f: 0.038

0.378:f: 0.047

0..353:f: 0.041

-
IT -p

3.570 :f:00360

1.866 :f:00057

1.879 :f:00046

1.558 :f:0.051

1.433 :f:0.089

1.286 :f:0.097

00941 :f:0.118

0.620 :f:00127

0.494 :f:00 165

00498 :f:0.030

0.288 :f:0.023

a . 2 55 :f:00 0 20

00235 :f:0.015

00321 :f:0.018

0.589 :f:00026

0.781 :f:0.034

1.009 :f:0.043

1.101 :f:0..057

1.292 :f:0.064

~---~-~ -- ~ ~ -. ~ - --- ~ ~~-----

1.513 :f:0.058
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Table X. Differential cross -section data for T = 550 MeV.
1T

~~ - ~ - -------.------..-.-----------..

* )',(Cas e dO/ df2 (mbj sr)
+ -

1T -p 1T -p
1.000 3.850 :i:0.380 5.410 :i:00540

0.728 3.046 :i:0.068 20951 :i:0.075

0.671 2.792 :i:0.065 2.702 :i:0.071

0.600 2.661 :i:0.055 2.422 :i:0.057

0.526 2.192 :i:0.060 2.061 :i:0.063

00445 1.771 :i:0.078 1.634 :i:00082

0.354 10403 :1:00085 1.419 :i:'0.095

0.251 0.923 :i:0.121 1.014 :i:0.124

0.148 00523 :1:0.184 0.567 :i:0.175

0.047 0.418 :1:0.194 0.413 = 0.183

-0.070 0.299 :i:0.026 0.189 :i:0.031

-0.180 0.154 :i:0.020 0.161 :i:0.023

-00283 0.067 :1:0.018 0.133 :i:0.022

-O. 408 0.053 :I: 0.014 0.190 :i:0.016

-0.556 0.104 :i:0.014 0.406 :i:0.022

-o.679 0.138 :f:0.016 0.724 :f:0.031

-0.771 0.152 :i:0.020 1.031 :i: 0.040

-0.838 0.155 :i:0.023 10219 :f:0.056

-0.887 O. 146 :f:O. 0 27 1.394 :f:0.065

- 00 9 22 0.125 :f: 0.032 1.832 :i: 0.084

- 00957 0.133 :i: 0.026 1.696 =0.075
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Ta.ble Xl. Differential cross-section data for T = 600 MeV.'IT

,' ..'

case
'.'

da/ df2
'.

{mb/sr)
+

1T p 'IT -p ---

1.000 2.890 :to.290 6.930 :t 0.690

0.718 2.340 :t 0.055 3.778 :to.GB8

0.659 2.118 :to.052 3.289 :t 0.082

0.586 1.994 :to.044 2.995 :to.069

0.511 1.576 :to.O.50 2.462 :to.075

0.428 1. 406 :t 0.068 1.888 :t 00087

0.335 1.041 :to.O?1 1.449 :t 0.097

0.231 0.669 :t 0.097 1.037 :t O.1..33

0.127 0.419 :t O.167 0.569 :t 0.238

0.026 00384 :to.10S 00356 :to.156

-0.090 0.200 :i:0.022 0.207 :t 0.029

O.200 0.108 :t 0.019 0.081 :tOo023

-0.302 0.068 :to.019 o. 103 :t 0.024

-0.425 0.043 :t 0.016 0.185 :t 0.022

<-0..570 0.091 ::1:0.0-16 0 a449 ::I:O. 026

=0.691 0.182 :t 0.018 0.640 ::I:0.034

-0.779 00151 :1:0.020 0.950 ::I:0.045

-00 844 00135 ::1:00022 L 028 ::I:0.053

=0.891 00107 :i:O.024 1.155 :to.064

-0.925 0.126 :to.027 1.216 :i:0.079

-0.958 0.082 :to.027 1.340 :i:00072
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Table XIL Differential cross -section data for T = 650 MeV.
11"

*
dO/ c1n (rn.bj sr)

..J#

cose~
+

'IT -p
-

'IT-p

1.000 2.340 :I: 0.230 6.430 :I: 0.640

O. 708 1.786 :I: 0.046 3.170 :1:0.085

0..648 1.599 :1:0.047 2.756 :I:0.081

0.573 10590 :1:0.039 2.379 :1::0..064

0.496 1.301 :I:0.048 1.951 :1::0..077

0.412 1. 048 :I:0.058 1. 444 :I:O. 086

0.317 O. 795 :I:0.064 1.228 :I::0.096

0..212 0.496 :I:0.087 0..833 :I:O. 125

0.107 0.240 :I:0.104 0.252 :I::0.155

00006 00168 :1:0.143 0.155 :1::0.226

-0.110 0.111 :1:0.023 0.171 :1::0.033

- 0.219 0.009 :1:0.019 0.153 :1::0.025

-0.320 0.072 :1:0.018 0.204 :I::0.027

-O.441 0.128 :I: 0.016 0.343 :1:0..024

- O. 584 0.158 :I: 0.018 0.618 :I::0.032

-0.701 0..171 :1::0.020 0.676 :t: 0.039

-0.787 0.233 :t:0..021 0..820 :I::0.045

-0.850 0.207 :t:0.023 o. 797 :I::0.050

-0.895 0.151 :t:0.028 0.650 :1::0.059

-00928 0.121 :t:00029 O. 763 :I:0.064

-0.960 0.125 :t:0.027 0.755 :I::0.058
------ ---- --- -- ---
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Fig. 12. Differential-eras+, -section data and fitted curve
for T =310 MeV (11"-p).'IT
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- Fig.-13 DiffeTential-cros~-section data and fitted curve
for T = 370 MeV (1T-p).1T
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for T = 410 MeV (11' -p).'T1"
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Fig;17~---Differential-cros1--section data and fitted curve
for T = 550 MeV (1T -p).1T
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for T = 600 MeV (1T-p).1T
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Fig. 19. Differential-cros~-sectiondata and fitted curve
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Table XIII. Coefficients of powers of cas f) (1f -p).

a 310 370

Pion kinetic energy in lab system (MeV)

410 450 490 550 600 650

ao 1.958:1:0.051 1.256:1:0.031 0.905:1:0.036

a1 4.697:1:0.253 3.968:1:0.140: 3.558:1:0.167

a2 8.925:1:0..472 50670:1:0.209' 5.112:1:0.218

a3 0.297:1:0.644 0.193:!:0.4161 0.249:1:0.458
a4 -0.719:1:0.754 -0.314:1:0.4401 ~.871:!:0.485

I
I
I

00691:!:0.026 0.554:1:0.034 0.412:1:0.017 0.312:1:0.015 0.207:1:0,,022

3.038:1:0.118 2.692:1:0: 138 1..988:1:0.068 1.546:1:0.060 1" 192:1:0.070

4.260:1:00; 147 3. 771:1:0~ 171 2.960:1:0.088 20446:1:0.087 2.348:1:0.118

0.30 5:1:0~329 -0.022:1:0.353 0.053:1:0. 162 0.044:1:0.,144 -0. 102:1:0..168

-0.880:1:0.334 4..280~0.362 ~1.272:1:0.171 -1.234:1:0.158 -1.440:1:0.194

a. Coefficients I
0'
~
I



Table XIV.
,,~

Coefficients of powers of COS8'f'(TT~ -pL
..:

CoefH -

cients-~

ao

a1

a2

a3

a4

a~:;

370 410

Pion kinetic energy in lab system (MeV)

450 490 550 600 650-

00561:1::0.014 00537:1::0~013 0.497:1::0.021 0~518:1::0c029 OQ347:1::0"029 Oc343:1::0o024 00274:1::0.034

0.964:1::0.045 1.092:1::00045 10316:1::0.092 10501:1:00115 10718:1:0,.112 2~039:1:0.094 1,.371:1:00121
I

10076:1:00098 10285:1:0~O85 1.371:1:00139 10347:1:0,194 3.,095:1:0.218 4~081:1:0.193 3d914:1:0o263

-0.858:1:0.089 -On 786:1::0]104-1~220:l:0~377 -1.425:1:00469~Oo501:1:0.485 -0~041:1:0.405 Op332:1:0.523

-0.449:1:0.126 ~0<290:l:0:c134 00080:1:0.233 0.621:1:0,.352 0~138:1:0..390-0.608:1:00360 -1.057:1:0.469

00460:1:0.,361 0.773:1:0.495 0.117:1:0.558 00439:1:00482 0.847:1:0.609

I
0"-
N
I
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An important consideration was the standard X2 test. The

goodness-of-fit parameter, {X2/d)1/2~ for which d is the number of

degrees of freedom, was calculated for each order. The chosen order

was the lowest one for which an increase in the order gave little or no

change in the goodness-of-fit parameter. Except for a few cases for

which the other previously mentioned criteria indicated strongly that

a higher order was needed, the X2 test selected the order of fit.
+

In Table XV for 1T -p and

of-fit parameter, the order of fit,

dam are listed for each energy.

Table XVI for 1T- -p, the goodness-

and the number of degrees of free ~

C. Total Elastic Cross Sections

By integrating under the fitted differential-cross -section curves,

measurements of the total elastic cross section were 0 btained. These

values and their errors are listed in Table XVII and plotted as a function

of energy in Fig. 29"

- -- --- -- --
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Table XV. Order of £it (f), 1~rees of free.dom (d), and
g°-fdness -of-fit (X / d) parameter at each energy
(11"-p).

Table XVI. Order of fit (N), A,egrees of freedom (d), and
goodness-of-fit (X2/d)1/2 parameter at each energy
(11"--p).

Energy

370

410

450

490

550

600

- -6 50---~----------

N

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

d

13

14

13

14

15

15

15

(X2/d)1/2

0.991

0..911

1.124

1.301

1.158

0.878

1.123

Energy N d (X2/d)1/2

310 4 12 L 788

370 4 13 0" 793

410 4 14 1.174

450 4 14 1. a 51

490 4 15 1.442

550 4 16 1.032

600 4 16 1..077

650 4 16 1.438
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Table XVII. Total elastic cross sections from integration
of differential cross sections~

Energy

(J'
tot el (mb)

+
if -p if -p

310

370

410

450

490

550

600

650

60.19 :i: 1041

38.74 :i: 0.73

30.59 :i: 0.66

24.31 :i: 0.49

19. 55 :i: 0.46

14.38 :i: 0.19

11.06 :i: 0.18

8.82 :i: 0.022

10.42 :1:0017

11.40 :1:0.16

12.19 :1:0.26

13.71 :1:0.35

16098 :1:0037

19087 :1:0.34

i7.19 :1:0.45

- ---~ ----- --- - -------
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Partial-Wave Equations

In this experiment, 280 differential cros s =section measure =

ments were made. The average statistical error on these measure-

ments is between 3 and 3.5 percent. These data serve to define quite

accurately the angular distributions for pion-proton elastic scattering

from 300 to 700 MeV.

In Sec. I a number of other experiments were mentioned in

which differentialcross-section measurements in the 300 to 700 MeV

range were made. The 310=MeV TT+ -p data (Fig. 12) of this experiment

were taken primarily to check the agreement between the measurements

of this experiment and the more extensive measurements of Foote et.a1.4b

at that energy. The agreement is very good.

At the high-energy end of the range, the agreement is also very

good between the measurements of this experiment and those of Helland
5a 5b

et al. and Wood et aL

Because of the low statistical accuracy of the other experiments

performed in this range, 6 comparison with these experiments has little

significance.

In order to understand the TT-N interaction better, it is of

interest to know how the various angular-momentum states participate

in the scattering. Particularly, one would like to know what states, if

any, are dominant.

One approach to this problem is a close examination of the be-

---u ~ havior,--a-s-a-function--of-energy-,---of--t-he-c-oe-fficientsof a cosine powe r-

series expansion of the differential cross section. In order to do this,

it will first be necessary to present the partial-wave equations and de=

fine the notation to be used.

The partial-wave expansion of the differential cross section for

a spinle ss particle (pion) and a spin-1/2 particle (proton) is

w ~ ~

d (e"') \ + ,'~ 2 \ + 1 ,'~ 2
a * = I L [(£+1) A,e + ,eA,e-] P ,e(coseT) I + I L (A,e = A,e -)P,e (cose''') I .

dQ .£;;;0 £;;; 1

(22)
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The index £ represents the orbita.l angular-momentum state, whereas

+ and - superscripts indicate that the total angular momentum J is

£ + 1/2 ~r..r £ - 1/21 respectively. The function P£(cose~:() and

P£1{cose,r)are the Legendre polynomialand first associated Legendre
polynomialof ordeT £, respectively. The partial-wave scattering

amplitude A £:1: can be wTitten as a function of the real part of the pha.s..e

shift 6£:1:, the absorption parameter,., £:1:, and the c. m. wave number k.

:I:

A/ = 11£ exp (2i6/)-1 (23)

When plotted in the complexplane, the amplitude kA lies

within a circle of radius 1/2 and centered on the imaginary axis at

+ '1/2, as shown in Fig. 30. The parameters 6 and,., are also shown

i~ Fig. ::'0.

In the expansion of the differential cross section the interference

between t~>NOstates with amplitudes Ai and A. appears in the form
..I, -- J

Re(A. "~A.).This term can also be written as
1 J

Re (Ao *A.) =
I A. I A. I

cos Q"
1 J 1 J

(24)

-- - -- -

where a is the angle between the two amplitudes as shown in Fig. 30.

Thus, we see that the sign of an interference term changes as the angle

between the two amplitudes passes through 90 deg.

Another notation for the partial~wave amplitudes is commonly

used,, T.he--fQ-rrn is (£ state)], .with the £ state being represented by

the familiar spectroscopic notation 5, P, D, F, etc. In this notation,

for example, the amplitude A2 - would be given the symbol D3/2.

If the summations in Eq. (22) are cut off at a value £max' that
expres sion can be expanded and the terms recombined in the form,

(25)

2 £max
oJ,

',

da{ e ") L
n ','= a cos e,,',

n','
dQ

n=O
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Fig.30. Diagrams showing scattering amplitudes plotted
in the complex plane.
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where

2£

an = > ,max+1
i= 1

2£ +1

Lmax
j= 1
j~i

~c
C ,. Re(A, A.) .

nlJ 1 J
(Z6)

For the case when £ = 3, the coefficient c ". are given in
max nlJ

Table XVIII. Thus, from this table we see that when £ = 3,max

w Z

a6 = (5Z5/Z) Re(F5/Z~'" F7/Z) + (175/4)1 F7/zl . (Z7 )

At this point, it is necessary to introduce a third notation for

the partial-wave amplitudes. This need arises from the introduction

of the isotopic spin T. The most common notation, designating isotopic

spin, is of the form (£ state)ZT, 2J' Thus the D3/2 amplitude in the

T = 1/Z isotopic-spin state would have the symbol D13"

We know that 'IT+-P is a pure T = 3/Z isotopic-spin state, where-

as 'IT- -p is a mixture, 1/3 (T=3(Z)and Z~(T=1!,2.)" Using againtheDj/2 a'mpli-
t d J.' .' , t f ~
u e.as an ~xamp:..te; 'we:can:wr.I e ~91' 'IT -p,

D3/2 == D33'
(28)

whereas, for 'IT -p,

D3/2 == (1/3)D33 + (2/3) D13 .
(29)

- - --. -- -----------.-----.---------- - ----------------------------

Interpretation of 'IT+ -p ResultsB.

Now that the groundwork for our discussion has been laid, we

will proceed to the actual physical situation. Consider first the 'IT+ -p

coefficients, plotted vs energy in Fig. 27. The smooth behavior of the

coefficients indicates that little of interest is occurring in the T = 3/2

state in this energy range. Below 300 MeV we know that the scattering

is dominated by the P33 amplitude, resonant at about 200 MeV.
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(8i/2

1

::~:
a D

-
3/2

D5/2

F5/2

F7/2

j

8 i/2

Pi/2

P3/2

a1 D3/2

D5/2

F5/2

F7/2

(

8 i/2

Pi/2

P3/2

a2 D3/2

D5/2

F5/2

F7/2

(

8i/2

Pi/2

P3/2

a3 D3/2

DS/2

FS/2

F7/2

1

8i/2

Pi/2

P3/2

a4 D3/2

DS/2

F5/2

F7/2

\

8i/2

a~- ::~:
DS/2

F5/2

F7/2

(

8i/2

Pi/2

P3/2

a6 D3/2

D5/2

F5/2

F7/2

45

35

25

45

45/4

45/4 -675/2

-16s/4

- ----------------------

225/2

i05

45

S2S/2

175/4

Table XVIII. Coefficients for representation of cosine power-series
coefficients in terms of partial-wave amplitudes (see test).

8i/2 Pi/2 P3/2 D3/2 D5/2 F5/2 F7/2

-2 -3

-2 -3 3
1 3 -3

3

914

9/4 -9/2

914

2 4 -9 -12
4 -9

-iO
2i

45/2 9

6 9
6 9 -30

-36 -6
-36

-9/2

-9/2 207/2

45/4

15 20
15

i8 12

i2 -fiO

-117 -30
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The smooth decrease in aO' ai' and a2 in gQing from 300 to 700 MeV
can easily be recognized as a result of the decreasing importance of the

p 33 state.
One observation regarding the D-wave phases can be made from

a consideration of the coefficient a4. Since a fifth or higher order fit

was not needed, we are fairly confident that the F waves can be neg-

lected. With this assumption, Table XVIII tells us that

* 2
a4 =45 Re(D33 D35) + (45/4) ID3S1

(30)

From Fig. 27, we see that a4 is negative. Since the second term in

Eq. (30) is positive definite, the first term must be negative. This

implies that the D33 and D3S phases have opposite signs.

Inte rpretation of 1T- -p Re suItsc.

Next, let us consider the more complex 1T -p situation. The

presence of both isotopic-spin states makes the interpretation of the

coefficients difficult. However, we have seen that the T = 3/2 state s

are in general of small amplitude and slowly varying in this energy.

range.

The 1T -p coefficients are plotted vs ener gy in Fig. 28. Con-

siderable structure is apparent in the region around 600 MeV. A peak

in both the total cross section (Fig. 1) and the total elastic cross section

(Fig. 29) occurs at about 600 MeV.

Several explanations have been given for the 600-MeV enhance-

:rnent___Peierls, on the basis of photoproduction measurements, aS~::riJ:>~g n-

the enhancement to a resonance in the D13 state. 16 Bareyre et al.

have recently reported evidence that a D13 resonance is not sufficient,

and that a resonance in either the S110r P11 state may occur at about

430 MeV, in addition to a D13 resonance at 600 MeV. 17 Further sug-
gestion of two resonant states is given by the recent partial-wave analysis

of Roper. 18 He expanded the real and imaginary parts of the phase shifts

in power series in the c. m. momentum. By means of an electronic com-

puter he then varied the parameters to obtain a single fit to all the data
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in the energy region under consideration. Roper has found a solution

with a P11 resonance at about 500 MeV and a D13 resonance at about

650 MeV~ both resonances being highly absorptive. However, the

energy dependences assumed by Roper may not be reasonable, and no

account was taken of any connection between the real and imaginary

parts of the scattering amplitude. Such a connection is predicted by

dispersion theory.

Neither a P 11 nor a D 13 resonance fits in the scheme of the

Regge-pole hypothesis. 19 Furthermore, the nucleon itself is a P 11

Tr-N state and one would not expect two distinct resonances with iden-

tical quantum numbers. Such theoretical difficulties and various other

considerations have ..ledmany to believe that the 600-MeV enhancement

is a result of inelastic processes. Ball and Frazer have pointed out

that a rapidly increasing inelastic cros s section may give rise to a peal~~

in the elastic cross section. 20 Such a behavior could also be associated

with certain prominent angular-momentum states.

One difficultyin ascribing the 600-MeV enhancement to inelastic

processes is the preference for the T = 1/2 state. Howevers such a

difficultycould be avoided ifthe T = as Tr-Trstate were dominant. In the

case of single-pion production, the T = 0, Tr-Trstate can be produced

from a T = 1/2, Tr-N state but not from a T = 3/2 state. Evidence

that the T = a state of two pions is indeed predominant in low-energy
" "

h b
0

d b S h " 21 22
d K "

Tr-TrInteractIons as een pOInte out y c nltzer, Kurz, an - Irz
23

et aL

A few general remarks about resonances are in order. The

Breit- Wigner resonance theory predIcts th-e-tolf6wlngforrn-fo":i--an---eTas"':
, 10

d
24

tIC resonant amp Itu e:

kA =
reI

2(E~.:rr .R
(31)

Here, reI and r are the elastic and total widths of the resonance.

The total c. m. energy is E and the resonant energy is ER' It is

convenient to introduce the notation of Watson, et al.25

x = rel/r, (32)
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and

E = (2/r) (ER - E). (33)

In terms of these symbols,

kA = x/ (E - i). (34)

If the elasticity x is constant~ the amplitude kA lies on a ciTcle

of radius x/2 as shown in Fig. 31-

In order to assess the compatibility of the data of this exper-

iment vvith a D resonance, we shall assume that a D 3
resonance

13 1
with a Breit- Wigner form is present and attempt to fit the energy var-

iation of the 1T- -p coefficients. Certain assumptions will be made about

the other states involved. The reasonableness of these assumptions and

the accuracy of the fit will deterrnine t}le success of the analysis.

In this rough analysis we shall neglect the effects of the states

whose amplitudes we would expect to be small- -namely, the P 13' D33'

D35' and F 35 states and all states with total angular momentum

J > 5/2. Experiments at higher energies have indicated that the F 15

state is resonant and the D 15 amplitude large, or vice versa, at about

900 MeV. 5 We shall assume an F 15 resonance at 900 MeV with a Breit-

Wigner form. A Breit- Wigner form for the P33 resonance will also be

used, the width being such as to agree at 310 MeV with the partial-wave

analysis of Foote, et al. 4b The parameters x, r, and ER' which we

shall use for the P 33' D 13' and F 15 resonances, are given in Table

XIX. Tho se fox-the D13and--E-15 states--wer e- either---takell--dire ctly from
or estimated from the work of Omnes and Valladas. 26 These parameters

were chosen somewhat arbitrarily and should not be taken too seriously.

Table XIX. Breit- Wigner parameters assumed for P33'
D13' and F 15 resonances.

State
ER

x = reI rr -

P33
1238 1.0 165

Di3 1512 0.8 110

F15
1688 0.9 100
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Fig. 31.. Circles showing the locus of Breit- Wigner
scattering amplitudes for three values of the

parameter x (x = rel/n. -
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The real and imaginary parts of the resonant amplitudes are

plotted vs energy in Fig.3Z. On the low-energy side of the Di3 and

F is resonances, multiplicative factors are put in to bring the amplitudes

to zero. This was necessary because of the simplifying assumption that

the r's were constant.

The behavior assumed for the S1/Z' Pi/Z' and D1S states is
shown in Fig. 33. Motivation for the assumptions made is given in the

ensuing paragraphs 0 , Z

Let us now consider the coefficient aO. The /D3/ zi term gives
a positive peak at 600 MeV as shown in Fig. 34. From Fig. Z8 we see

that no such peak appears inaO. However, ifwe assume that the real

part of the S1/Z amplitude is negligiblysmall and thatthe imaginary

part is constant at a value 0.Z7, the S1/Z D3/Z interference term can~

eels the effect of the ID3/ 212 term. The S i/ 2D3/ 2 term is shown with

the ID3/zIZ term in Fig. 34. The assumption of a pure,imaginary 8
state is not unreasonableinview ofthefactthat the 1T- -:-pamplitude is a

combination of two amplitudes. If Z Re S11 =-Re S31' the resultant

81/ Z amplitude for 1T- -p is pure imaginary ~

The same two terms, ID3/zIZ and S1/ZD3/Z' which have opposite

signs in aO' have the same sign in aZ and combine to produce a large
peak as shown in Fig.. 3S. This is consistent with the large positive peak

in aZ shown in Fig.. Z8.

The generaltrend in the coefficient a4 appears to be consistent

with a D3/ZDS/Z interference for which the DS/Z amplitude has the

form shown inFig.33. The contribution to a4 from this term is plotted
n__~ in~Fi g. 360

The contributionto a3 fro;rnP3/zD3/Z interferenceis shown in

Fig. 37 togetherwith that from DS/ZF S/Z interference" These two

terms give the propertrendin a3"
The states discussed so far do not give a good prediction for the

coefficienta1" Both the P3/ZD3/Z andthe,~Ds/z:~lzt~xrnscontributelittle
to a1 at 600 MeV as shown in Fig. 380 However, a 2-mb peak in a1 is
indicatedby the data in Fig. Z8. The only other statethat could interfere

with the D3/Z and contribute to a1 is the P 1/Z state. If we assume, as
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we did fOr the S 1/2' that the P 1/2 amplitude is pure imaginary and

constant, the P 1/2D3/2 contribution to a1 is as shown in Fig. 38..

Furthermore, the P 1/2D3/2 interference term does not contribute to
any other coefficient.

Thus, one can see the motivation for choosing the forms of the

amplitudes given in Figs.. 32 and 33. Using these amplitudes and

considering all the terms that contribute to each coefficient, we obtain

the behavior of the coefficients shown in Figs. 39 and 40. The data of

this experiment and the 698-MeV data of Helland, et ale Sa are also

plotted in Figs. 39 and 40.

One can see that the agreement between the data and the predic=

tions is fairly good in view of the many simplifying assumptions made.

This does not prove the existence of a resonance in the D13 state but

shows that the data appear to be consistent with a D13 resonance.
In regard to the evidence for two resonances in the 400- to

700- MeV region, it can only be said that in this rough analysis the ne",.

cessity of a second resonance vias not apparent.

Do Summary

,..--------.----

In summary, we can say that the D13 state rises to prominence
in the energy region from 400 to 700 MeV" Furthermore, it appears

that the ,iT"=-p differential-cross-section data are consistent with a D13
phase shift that passes through 90 deg. However, an alternative ex-

planation cannot be ruled out.. Because of the importance of inelastic

processes, the D13 resonance, if indeed it may be called a resonance,
may be of a nature fundamentally different from that of a bound-state

-- -- ----- - __n m.- ------

type resonance, associated with a Regge pole. Further investigation

will be necessary to resolve these uncertainties. Accurate polarization

and charge -exchange measurements should aid in a better understanding

of this problem.
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